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Patient: ____________________________

From Dr.: __________________________

Treatment Requested / Remarks: ____________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Dr. _________________________________

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

A parent or legal guardian should accompany minors.
Bring a list (or prescription bottles) of ANY medications you are taking.
Please inform your surgeon of any health problems.
Wear loose fitting clothing.

NITROUS OXIDE SEDATION

Patients with an appointment for Nitrous Oxide sedation or Local anesthesia may have a light meal prior to their appointment.

IV SEDATION

Patients with an appointment for Intravenous sedation should abstain from ALL food and liquid for 6 hours prior to appointment. (STOMACH MUST BE COMPLETELY EMPTY). A responsible adult with transportation, must accompany you to our office, and remain with you at home for the rest of the day. You will be unable to operate a motor vehicle the day of surgery.